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Dear Ones,
At the sixth month mark of the global coronavirus crisis, we continue keeping our eyes on the
Lord, trusting Him for protection. Even though the crisis lingers on, we praise God that the death
toll has not been as high as it was projected at the beginning stage.
TWR’s global radio outreach is uniquely positioned for this season by bringing God’s proclaimed
Word into the home, where people spend more time due to the restrictions. Over the years, the
leaders of TWR India have organized a network of home fellowship groups (called Radio Homes)
where people listen together to the Biblical messages broadcast via radio waves. They also have
lay leaders who visit those home groups regularly. Through one of them, we learned about this
testimony…
I used to feel that life was difficult because I was totally addicted to alcohol. During this COVID-19
lockdown, I was unable to get alcohol and was so depressed that I thought my life was meaningless.
One day, a Radio Home leader approached me and made me listen to messages from God, then
invited me to join a home group. As a result, I turned to the living God and have accepted Jesus
Christ as my Savior. Even my family came to faith after they noticed the change in my life.
Another encouraging listener response (for the programs in Oromo) along with a request for
prayer came from Ethiopia…
Recently, I started to listen to the Thru the Bible radio program, and I thought it was one of the
secular programs, but it was not. Rather, it is a unique radio program that has changed my false
perception of Christianity. Eventually, this program led me in the right way, and I decided to accept
the Lord Jesus Christ as my Savior. Now I face challenges and persecution from my family and
relatives for having converted to Christianity. I believe Jesus will cure my family from spiritual
blindness. Now I am staying with one of my relatives. Please pray for me.
Only the Lord knows the full extent of what has been going on and how all details fit in with His
eternal plan for mankind. As for us, we try to focus on staying in constant communion with Him
and waiting on His purposes to unfold for His glory. Thank you for your partnership with us in
His mission by your prayers and financial support as He enables.
Most gratefully in Christ,
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